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    The Crustal Deformations Due to the Source 

             of Crack Type (1) 

                      By 

                      Shokichi  NAK  ANO 

                 Chap. 1. Introduction 

   Through the following investigation we shall extend the theoretical 

results obtained in the past with respect to the earthquake mechanism of 
"c rack type", and try to inquire into a quantitative relation of an occur-

rence of earthquake and its accompanied crustal displacements. 

   The process of an earthquake occurrence may be explained as follows  ; 

when the strain energy reaches a certain limit, which has been stored 
"quasi -statically" in the earth's crust for a certain period caused by any 

mechanical anomaly or other, the fractures or the slippings may take 

place in a portion of the crust (which is to be called an "earthquake 
nucleus" here) and the stored energy will be released by this occurrence 

of fractures in the nucleus. Then, the released energy may be dissipated 

in different two ways, one part of which is devoted to the formations and 

propagations of pulses (waves) to bring forth an earthquake, while the 
other is consumed with the translation of the whole crust into a new 

static state of equilibrium. Naturally such a process in the nucleus must 

be non-elastic,  but if we should model this process within the elastic be-

haviors, we may regard the fracture as an elastic dislocation of a fault. 

The theory of elastic dislocation was founded by A. E. H.  Love" and 

leads to a description of the recovered state of equilibrium through the 

elastostatic procedure. An "equivalent" static source will be able to be 

applied instead of the dislocation in order to describe the state. The 

word "equivalent" implies that the source gives the same displacements 

as those from the original to the new state of equilibrium due to the dis-

location. Hence, the earthquake mechanism should be regarded as the 

source equivalent to the dislocation in our study and we shall consider the 

source of "crack type" most available for the mechanism, the reason of
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which will be stated later. Still, the displacements of the earth's surface 

observed through a big earthquake should correspond to those due to dislo-

cation mentioned above. Thus supposing we shall be able to treat the 

whole problem within the limits of elastostatic theory and estimate the 

magnitude of earthquake nucleus (i.e. the dimensions of dislocation or of 

source in our study), using the observed facts about the crustal displace-

ments. It must be noted, however, that, properly speaking, the theory of 

dislocations ought to be investigated also elastodynamically, for the process 

of translation from the original to the new static state of equilibrium is 

connected with movement, even though the translation is inactively per-

formed and the inertia term is negligibly small enough. (A dynamic treat-

ment of the elastic dislocation was once investigated by F. R. N.  Nabarro2) 

in an infinite medium, although the result refers only to particular cases 

restricted by the effect of sudden change in a very short interval of time. 

It would be rather better to our problem to take a statical treatment under 

the more general circumustances.) 

   Starting from a result proposed by H. Honda and Y.  Miura3), F. J. W. 

 Whipple') discussed the surface displacements under the existence of a strain 

nucleus in a semi-infinite elastic medium, which consists of two couples 

mutually perpendicular and having equal and opposite moments (see Fig. 

 040 
      (a) (b) (c) (d) 

  Fig. 1-1. Various models of sources as earthquake mechanisms. 
   (a) A source of "crack type", or, double force with moment ; it consists of two 

       couples mutually perpendicular and having equal and opposite moments. 
   (b) A source of single force with moment. 

   (c) A source of cone type. 
   (d) A combination of a center of compressions and an additional double force 

        without moment. 

1-1(a)). He only studied the case that those couples are situated parallely 

to the boundary plane. This source will be called the source of "crack 

type" in this paper ; "double force with moment" or "doublet" are its other 

names by some investigators. Recently the source of this type has been 

regarded more and more appropriate as an earthquake mechanism by many
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seismologists. Besides the above, the single couple (Fig. 1-1(b)) and the 

source of cone type (Fig. 1-1(c)) are often proposed as mechanisms, the 

former of which is mainly supported by Russian investigators (for example, 

V. I.  Keilis-Borok5 is one of the most earnest supporters of this  mecha-

nism.), while the latter often plays a prominent role in the earthquakes 

with comparatively deep focus. The source of cone type is, in other 

words, double force without moment acting on both bases of a cylinder, 

which we can understand quite well to be an elastic model of the actual 

fracture taking place in a considerable depth. 

   It was shown by J. A.  Steketee6") that the displacement in Q, an arbi-

trary point of an infinite elastic solid, is described in the form 

 uk(Q)  = 87r1rt  3,z1veti(P,  62)2,4E, etc., 

caused by a dislocation  zlv of a surface  E. Here  rkil(P, Q) is the ij-

component in a point P on  E, of the well-known Somigliana's tensor of 

stress resulting from a force  87rtiek acting at Q. Owing to this expression 

he pointed out the following facts ; since  uk(Q) is expressed by  tIvi and 

   the diplacement field associated with dislocation over  E is only de-

pendent of the shape of dislocation and not of the initial state of stress 
and strain before the dislocation occurs, while another fact is that the 

right side of the above expressions consists of the integral forms of terms 

 dvIrkilvi, where  eij can be considered up to a dimensional constant  dvi/fie 

as the k-component of the displacement vector in Q generated by a com-

bination of strain nuclei in P. In the case  i=  j this is a combination of 

a center of compression and an additional double force without moment 

(Fig. 1-1(d)) in the i-direction, and in the case  i*j it is a combination 
of double force with moment, that is, the source of crack type. To clari-

fy this, consider a surface element dE of  E with normal in the x3-direc-

tion. The displacement in Q is 

 duk(Q)=  &
rp "4k                                     .4,vir 13-rav-ra2r-23u3r33/..L.J• 

   Hence, the effect of  tIv1 and  41)2, the slip, can be described by sources 

of crack type and the effect of  tivs, the normal discontinuity, is described 

by a nucleus shown in Fig. 1-1(d). Thus, any slip dislocation will be 

able to be replaced by a source or a distribution of sources of crack type, 

by which reason we take up this type of source as the most suitable mecha-
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nism for our problem. Steketee showed many excellent features of the 

source of crack  • type, especially comparing with the source of a single 

couple, and recommended an adoption of this source as an earthquake 

mechanism. 

   Since the strain nucleus shown in Fig.  1-1(d) can be seen almost equi-

valent to the source of cone type, this type  will be of great importance as 

well, on studying the earthquake mechanism. In the dislocations which 

Steketee discussed, the deformations are so small that they can be always 

replaced by a superposition of the sources of both types, which will be the 

most interesting result in the Steketee's theory. With this, it may be a 

remarkable fact obtained by our study, that the surface displacement due 

to any inclined source of crack type has also two nodal lines, each of 

which is accompanied with its own asymptote as hyperbolas in the cone-

source (see Fig. 4-3(a) to (d)). And yet, taking into account the fact 

that the epicenter does not necessarily lie on the principal axis of the 

curves representing the nodal lines, we might say that the crack-source will 

give the more general aspects to the distribution diagrams of initial dis-

turbances. (Evidently, in the case of cone type the epicenter must be 

situated on the principal axes of conic sections.) As another type of 

mechanism the source of quadrant type has been proposed by some investi-

gators, of which N.  Yamakawe discussed giving the distribution of normal 
stresses by spherical harmonics on the cavity considered as strain nucleus. 

However, the discussion of earthquake mechanism for its own sake is not 

our subject. We select the source of crack type from among other mecha-

nisms as a result after having gathered what we stated above and having 

considered of the mathematical convenience. 

   It is a well-known fact that the magnitude of crustal displacement due 

to an earthquake is much smaller than that of earthquake movement. (This 

does not imply that, on an earthquake occurrence, the energy supply to the 

elastic pulses is always greater than the dissipation for the translation into 

new equilibrium.)  Hem  e, on studying the earthquake nucleus by using the 

crustal displacements, the theoretical result must give a tolerably exact solu-

tion in the neighborhood of source. In other words, the problem demands an 

exact expression of the behaviors at such a near point as p, the distance from 

the epicenter, becomes comparable in magnitudes with the parameters re-

presenting the depth or the dimensions of source. Indeed many examples
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have been investigated in the past as to displacements caused by various 

point sources in a semi-infinite elastic solid, but these results can not be 
applied to our problem for the reason just mentioned. Since we need to 

analyse a state in the neighborhood and since we consider the source of 

crack type as only admissible earthquake mechanism, we must seek at first 

a source with some dimensions that is regarded as a  "porper" extension 

of the point source of crack type. The "properly" extended solution would 

coincide with that of the point source at distant points from the epicenter. 

Under this demand, together with the consideration that the dimensions 

of source shall be represented by a 

single parameter, we take a line source 

of the length  2/ consisting of infinitesi-           L'L. 

mal sources of crack type distributed Fig. 1-2. A line source consisting of 
                                            infinitesimal sources of crack type 

continuously along a straight line of distributed continuously along a 

finite length (Fig. 1-2). In fact, this straight line of finite length  LL'. 

source satisfies the above demand ; first, This source corresponds to a slipp-
                                            ing fault of very narrow width. 

this source can be given a physical 

significance according to the Stekettee's theory — it will correspond to a 

slipping of fault with the length  2/ and the infinitesimal width, and second, 

it will be a "proper" extension of the point source as stated in detail in 

Chap. 4. Both displacements decrease as to the increase of distance from the 

epicenter, with the magnitude of order  p-2, and at far distant points where 

only the terms of  0(p-2) are taken into account, these two solutions coin-

cide perfectly with each other. That is, at so distant points the  displace-

ments caused by a line source having A as its intensity per unit length 

will become identical with the displacements due to a point source with 

the intensity  2/A. 

   Though there remain a lot to be discussed in future, for example, we 

must consider a "proper" two-dimensional extension with two independent 

parameters (d as its width as well as 1 as its length) representing its di-
mensions, or further we must investigate the superposed source of the 

crack and cone types, yet we think that we reached a conclusion about the 

quantitative relation of an earthquake and its accompanied crustal displace-
ments. 

   The contents in each chapter are as follows. 

Chap. 2 is devoted to acquirement of the exact solution in the case
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that  the, point source of crack type is situated in a semi-infinite elastic 

solid, with an arbitrary inclination to the boundary plane . (Up to now few 
theoretical results have been obtained with respect to the inclined source . 

 Yamakawa8) obtained a solution due to an inclined source of quadrant type 

in its special case. Y.  Sato9> seeked the transformation of spherical har-

monics into the inclined spherical coordinate to the boundary plane . But 

the treatment in spherical or cylindrical coordinate makes the problem 

methematically cumbersome. Taking account of the extension in Chap . 

3, we performed the whole process of calculation almost by the rectan-

gular coordinate systems.) In Chap. 3 we take up a line source and 
obtain the surface displacements resulting from any inclined situation of 

this source in a semi-infinite medium. In Chap. 4 we first verify that the 

solution of point source is the extension of the Whipple's result and next, 

give the general theory about the variation of aspect of the surface dis-

placements according to the situation of source and discuss their nodal lines. 
Then we prove that the line source of Chap. 3 is a "proper" extension of 

the point source, and finally we investigate the aspects of displacements 

near the line source, picking up a few concrete examples. In Chap. 5 we 

estimate the dimensions or the dips of earthquake nuclei on a few actual 

earthquakes, using what we considered in the foregoing chapters. 

           Chap. 2. Surface Strains Due to the 

                 Source of Crack Type 

1. The Elimination of Tangential Stresses on the Free Surface 

   Let a point P in a semi-infinite elastic medium be the source of crack 

type at a depth of f below the free 

 0 surface. By passing through P we 

take the x' and the y' axes of a  f  
x' 

rectangular coordinate system along  -'•13 
each of two couples having equal and 

opposite moments. We set up an- other system too, whose z axis is+ 
also passing through the point P and Fig. 2-1. An interior point source 

                                            P and two rectangular systems de-
perpendicular to the boundary plane                                             termined uniquely according to the 

(the free surface) while other axes  situation of  P
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are on this plane (see Fig. 2-1). The coordinate system (x', y', z') is 

confirmed only by the situation of source, and suppose the x axis lies on 

the zz' plane, the x, y and z system will be defined uniquely as well. 

   To seek the solution satisfying suitable boundary conditions at the free 

surface, we shall use so-called method of image, clarifying its algebraic 

scheme. 

   Provided the transformation matrix U between these two coordinate 

systems be given as follows, 

 (x'x a  b  c  y')= U(y ) and U=(cs' b' c'  ,  z'  z—  f a" b"  c" 

and the  x', y' and  z' components of stresses at a point (x',  y', z') due to 

the existence of source P in an infinite medium be 

               /V= (Xz' X/  X.'                     Yz' Yu'  yz') , 
                   Zz'  Zz' 

then, from the symmetric effect of source,  /V/ is to satisfy the relation 

 M(x'  ,  y',  z')=  (—  x',  —  y'  ,  —z') 

as a function of  x', y' and z' 

   The boundary condition at the xy plane (the free surface) is 

 Zz=Zy=Zz=0 at z=0, 

where  Zz,  4, and  Zz are the x, y and z components of stresses. 

   To get a solution satisfying these conditions partially, we suppose 

an image source of crack type P' at a height of f above the xy plane and 

determine a new coordinate system x", y" and z" about  P' in the same 

way as  x', y' and z' about P. If the transformation from (x, y, z) into 

the newly defined coordinate be written 

 x"  v")=  V( y  ), 
 z"  z—  f 

and the matrix V be chosen as 

                    —1 0 0 

 V=U  0  —1  0  , 

 0  0  1
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then a simple relation holds between two coordinates  (x', y',  z') and (x", 

y", z") of any point on the xy plane (x, y, 0), 

 x"=  —  x',  y"=  —y',  z"=  —z' 

   On the supposition of image source  P' the stresses are to be added at 

every point of the  infinite, medium ; that is, at the point (x , y, z) whose 
other two coordinates are (x', y',  z') and (x" , y", z"), respectively, the x, 

y and z components of stresses turn to 

 U*M(x', y',  z')U+  V*M(x", y",  z")V. 

   The asterisked letters denote the transposers of originals and the 

matrix M(x", y", z") is expressed in the same expressions of x", y" and 

z" as  M(x', y', z') in x', y' and z' Therefore the components of stresses 

become everywhere on the xy plane 

 U*M(x', y',  z')U+  V*M(—  x', —y',  —z')V 

and considering the symmetric property of  M, we can rewrite the above 

 U*M(x',  y',  z9U+V*M(x',  y', z')V 

or 

 (2Xx,  2Yx,  0                             2Y5,  0  0 0  2Z),-0 
   So one finds immediately that the superposition of a solution caused by 

the source P and that by its image P' in an infinite medium leads to an 

incomplete solution in which only the tangential components of stresses 

 Z. and  Zi, vanish on the boundary plane, and that one can reach the 

perfect solution on adding to the above the strains caused by the normal 
 compression  ; 

                          Z=  (2Z)z=o 

acting on the surface of semi-infinite medium. 

    On the other hand, the x', y' and z' components of displacements 

 (1,', v', w') resulting from the source P in infinite medium have an 

identity  ;
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for the symmetry of source. Consequently the incomplete solution gives 

to the x, y, z component of displacements 

 u'  (x'  y'  z')  ze  (xn  ,  y"  7  zlI) 

              U*v'  (x'  ,  y', z')  +V*  v'  (x",  y",z") 

  ( 

 tvi  (x'  ,  y'  , z')  wl  (xel  ,  y"  ,  z") 

   Considering the sameness in expressions of  u'(x',  y', z') and of  u'(x", 

 y", z") etc., we look upon these components on the xy plane as  u'(x',  y', z') u'(—x', —y', —z') (2 0 0  u' 
   U* v'(x', y', z')  +V*  v'(—  x', —y', —z')= 0 2 0 U*  v' 

( 

      w'(x',  y'. z')  w'(—x'. —y', —z') 0 0 0  w' to 
-

. 

2. Strains in an Infinite Elastic Medium Due to the Source of Crack 

  Type 

   Those problems of concentrated force in an infinite elastic medium 

are worked out almost to perfection by the well-known Love's text-book. 

In this section we shall only summarize the whole process of calculation, 

necessarily and sufficiently to make our point of argument clear. 

   For the convenience of description, we use, particularly in this sec-

tion, the numbered letter  xt(i=1, 2 and 3) for the coordinates of point 

instead of usual x, y and z. Hence the y axis, for example, becomes the 

x2 axis and the unit vector on  xi axis is expressed in  et, and so on. 

   Under the existing circumstances of an external force  Fet at P(0, 0, 

0) in an infinite elastic medium with  2 and  i as  Lame constants, the re-

sultant displacement at another point  Q(x1,  x2,  x3) is 

       LI(PQ)=.   p                     al'rF   8
7rp(A+2p)FEk axtaxket+1 et47rp r 

where  r=  (E  x12)1  /2 is the distance PQ. The set of components  Lax of  Lt 

is also called the Somigliana's tensor. 
       FF  

                                                        2 
   Suppose two external forceseland el act at P(0, 0, 0) and                 zlx

2tlx 
another point R(0,  zlx2, 0) close to P, respectively, the displacement due 

to these two sources is obtained by a superposition, 

                  L1  Li+z1Li =4L1  °Li . 
                tlx2.dx24.;= Ox2' 

hence, in the case that  two couples act on the  x1x2 plane with equal and 

opposite moments  ±Fe3, each lying along  the , x1 and the x2 axes, we find
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the displacement to be 

 OL2  

 vxi  vx2 

which is the very solution due to the point source of crack type at P in 

an infinite medium. Thus, u' , v' and w' in the preceding section are 

written as follows  ; 

 aL21aLi 13F   u' = =  (  A-p  xi2  +1  1 )  X2  ax,47r(A +2p)p r5 3  r2 

 x'21  1  \                     =A*q  
y5+3 r, 

           vf = 
           61,02ELF,3F  (  24-p  x22+ 1  1 )xi 

                     = 

          xi.47r(2-1-2p)p r5 3r3 

                   =A(qr2. +11                          r53 y 'x 

          313                                      2-Fp Xi x2 xs x/ylZI                                   )= A.(q  y5),        w=at,  +6L— —3F              ax
, ax247r(A+2,u)^ 

where A and q are determined by F, the magnitude of moment, and the 

elasticity of medium, i.e., 

          3F A-Fp 1              A —                     4
71-(2±2p) q= ,u  1  —  2a • 

   Being proportional to F, A can be considered as the intensity of source, 

while q is a function of Poisson's ratio  a only and comes to 2 when  a= 

0.25. The final expressions, represented by x', y' and z', of each component 

u', v' and w' will be used hereafter. According to what we stated at the 

end of the preceding section, the incomplete solution, satisfying only the 

elimination of tangential (shear) stresses at the boundary, gives the x, y 

 andx components of displacement on the surface as 

         (is') (2(ate +a' v'-Pa"w9)                        = 2(bui  -Fb'vH-b"w') 

              0  z=o 

   These are easy to obtain by using the results cited above, but it would 

be better to represent the surface displacement by the cylindrical coordi-

nates, which makes us understand the general aspect more significantly. To 

do this, if we take p and  cb as the distance from origin (of the x, y and z 

system) and the angle of deflection from the x axis, then 

 x=  p  cos  ct, and  y=p  sin  cb
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hold ; and  U1, the component of p-direction (radial displacement), and V1, 

that of  0-direction (transverse displacement), are obtained from u1 and  vi 

by the transformation, 

 IU,)= 21' cos 0 sinvfi\fau' a' vi +a"w'\ 
           V1/1-  sin  0 cos 0)\bu' +b' v' b"w' 

   Writing by R the distance from the source  P(0, 0, f), finally we have 

    Ui =IA( (3q1?3, +2  R3  )(a  cos  +b sin  q)(a'  cos  0  +b'  sin  0) 

 (3q +",-3){(ac,+aic)cosq5+ (bc'c)sin01+3qZ2  cc') 
 V1=2R3           A( P{(abiFa' b)cos  20  +  (bb'  —  aa')sin  20} 

   3 

       -  R3 {(bc'  +b'c)cosq5— (ac' +cec)sin 0} ) 
 W1R  =  0. 

   The resultant stresses due to the source P in an infinite medium are 

also immediately given. They are expressed in the  x', y' and z' components 

                 (121           X
,'= —rx,—2gx'y'rfi 

          17,/= —pA-110gY,2q r151-  x' y' 

 Zz'  =  —  pA{10g  Y,  — 

          YZ'=(110q (g 1) r15  x'z' 

                                     '2 

 Zz'  =x7               pA{10q(q —1)r5y' z' 

    r 

                   xl2vI2x'2+'z2 1            X,' = —,u24{10q r7— (q—1) 
                                  3 which will be applied in the next section. 

3. Surface Displacement Caused by a Normal Pressure 

   As mentioned in Section 1, the above solutions are still defective till 

the displacement is added, which is due to the existence of the normal 

pressure 

 Z= 2(Z,),0
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on the boundary surface. 

   For this problem we shall refer to the function x, the logarithmic poten-
tial, satisfying the following condition  : 

                               8262             (1)  F2x=  0 where  F2=a2 +                            a
x2ay  oz;  - 

                   that is,  x is harmonic 

          (2) Za(a62z2x   )z.0 = Z, 
                   Z on the right side denotes the normal pressure . 

Once this potential is obtained, the displacement due to the pressure Z is 

written immediately as follows, 

8 
              Cz                       + \ax   azA+

,ez ax 

                       )ax   (v)= (z az + ±pay 
                     (z  82+2,u ax                         \  

az  2+,u 

and  especially at the boundary  (z=0), we have 

 u2_(az_1(ax—(I+1 )( 
         q ax )„0' v2—qay)o'w2\/\ az  /z-0 

Or for the cylindrical components, 

    U,_ 1 (6x)1 (OXwo_(1± 1
9VOX         q Opli—o'qp)z...0' A  az  ),0' 

in which case x is the function of p,  cb and z,  U2 the radial,  V2 the trans-

verse and  W2 the vertical components, respectively. The normal pressure 

Z can be easily expressed in a function of x' and y' with A, q and f as 

parameters. In the formula 

 Z-2(Zz)z-0 
 =2{c2Xz'  +c'211-,/  +c"2Zz'  +2(cc' +c'c"  Yz'  +c"cZ1)}z-o, 

the condition  z=0 is equivalent to  cx'd-c'y'+c"e  =  —f, by which we can 

eliminate a variable z' out of the whole expression. Using the results 

obtained for stress components in the above section, we have 

                f2(c' x'+cy')f2, 1x'y'  Z =  —  4pA 5q(q 1)                          R53 ccR5R5  }, 
where R=  (x'2+y'2+z'2)1/2=  (x2+  Y2+  f2)"2, the distance from point (x. y,
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0) to the source  P Rewriting the above as follows 

             x'y'f2 x'-Fey'  c'x'+ey'  2  ,  1  xlyll   Z = —4/./A 15q  +gf  R, f R6—3 ccR7 R3  R5 

and apart from this, we take the following functions of the coordinates, 

x", y" and z" 

             5qfxr?"7"  (c.xn  ±cy  +eel) (1) 
                          6.1 x"+cy"  

    qf r"(2) 

 c'  x"  +cy"   (ex"  +c'  y"  +  c"  z") (3) 
 r'5 

                     2 cc'                                           (4) 
                    3 r" 

 xIfylf                                       ( 
 yr  65) 

where  r'  —(x"2+y"2+z"2)7/2. This coincides with R on the boundary plane, 

and the condition that a point (x", y", z") lies on the boundary is ex-

pressed in  cx"±c'y"+c"z"=f, and yet, x"=  —  x', y"= —y', z"= —z' hold 
as pointed out in Section 1. Therefore, the sum of formulae (1) to (5) as 

a whole is equal to Z at the boundary. Summing up (1) to (5), we have 

a function 

        qf lc(5x1I2y1ylf)c,(5y12 x11xtl±cn( 5xtlyttzll          rI7 IdrI7 r15) r'7) 

                    ),CC,(y"2  
        /  x"21  11 1      +

cc'-r            r" 3 r'3  r'5 3  r'3 

 xll  zlt  ,I  xll xllyll  ±( C2±C12) 1,46j+CIC"  r"+cc" r                                                          rf 

   It is with an essential caution that we cannot make x singular at any 

point in the medium ; namely, x should be derivable to the second order at 
any point (x, y, z) where z is positive. The preceding expression of Z as 

a function of x' and y' will also be extended to a similar formula in itself, 

but it will have  r, the distance from P, as the denominator, and so, get 

singular at the very point  P- This is nothing but the reason why we have 

changed the expression of Z from the formula in  (x', y', z') to that in 

(x", y", z"). Evidently r' does not vanish in  z�0, for it means the dis-

tance from point  P' outside the real semi-infinite medium.
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   Again we rewrite the preceding function as follows in order that it may 

suit better our convenience of integration. Here we use the relations ; 

  y" _5  x"2Y"= 163 (115x"y"z"1  6 (2 1  ) 
  r''r"3Ox"26y"r'r'73 ax"6y"Oz"\ 

  x"2 1  11 62(1 x"y"1  62 1 
  r"3 r'33 Ox"2\ r'r',—3  ax"Oy"  r' 

then the above function becomes 

   —1( (a31  ,  63 ( 103  ( 1 )), 
 3  05(C.axl12aylloxliay12cil axuayfaz,k,  )) 

          f  62 ( 1  62 (1„ 62  (1 )1           —CiC                ax,,22,1)ax1153,11\rioxflaznf 

                           ( 

       fc 6.2( 152 )+6.' (11   --c)+C"   ax"ay"r'ay,,:Y' r' 

          62 (1)) 
           6x"Oy"\ r' )' 

And if we name this as —14—F(x", y", z"), Z is equal to/.2i1F when 

 z=0, or 

                  (  62x2                                   =A(F), ..o•                         6z2)z,.03 
However we shall seek x under the stronger condition that the identity 

                        62x 2        = AF (*)                        O
z2  3 

is available for arbitrary (not only zero) value of z. In fact, F satisfies 

the Laplace equation  : 

 62  626'2.                   +
,+=0,                      Ox"'-Oy"az"2 

for it is a sum of some derivatives of  1/rr Then naturally F is also har-

monic in x, y and z as the Laplace operator is invariant between two fixed 

coordinate systems, i.e. 

 62 _,_  62 + 62  82 j_62 52  
                 axl4_                   ayaz"2—6x2' 6z2 
 2x 

Hence we find 6defined by (*) must be harmonic. 

    Separating x into three terms, such as 

                              2 A,t 
 X=tal,x1-rx2-1-xai,                     3 

we determine  xi, x2 and x3 according to the definition in the form
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 82x1_ 63 ( 1 )+c, 63 (1\+cm 83 ( \I 
     az2—q-'(ax"26y"\r'1ax"ay"2ax"ay"az"\r'  

     62x2jc82(+c, 2 (1)+c„62 ( 1 )1 
 az2(ax"2\ax"ay"1r'18,08z" r')1 

            ax,0,62y„(1,1,)+c'aay2„2()-Fcn ay,6162z„( rj",)}, 
 62X3  62   (  1  

 az2  ax"ay"r' l• 

   Prior to the performance of integration we shall be able to simplify 
these formulae a little more, by using the relation between the differential 
operators of (x, y, z) and (x", y", z")  ; 

                           a 
 ax ax" 

     0° 
                     .93,=V*ay" 
 a  
 az  az" 

Thus  62x1/az2, for example, will turn to 

          02x1„icIa 62 ()1,                           1±c,8 62 (1  a
z2 ax"ax"ay"\r')1 ay" lax"ay"r')1. 

 +c"                      aza"-{6x16'62array" 
           a6            = qf a1                 zax'62(yr 

and  62x2M2, to 

 62)(2—(c  a ()} .{  a (1 )} 
 az2 Ox" az"r'ay" ax"r' 

          +c" az0„ { axa „ (r1, )}) 
          crc f ()1                      1+c, f 6 (1)1.  ax" ay"\r'11ay"(ay" r')1 

          +c"              aaz".{ aya "( rl')i) 
        = —c'{ a(1)1 —ca{ a(1)1- 

                az6x" r'azay"lan• 

So we have with ease, 

 ax,_   62(1)                     andaxe__c,  8 ( 1)4..c  8  ( 1)1.  azax"ay"\r' az(ax"\r'av"1r'11*
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When these results are compared with  a2x3/az2, we understand thatitis 

necessary to only integrate two functions, ax„ay„(  r, ) and -c' ax„ r, 
 +caay„ ),once to twice, in order to obtain the function x. 

    c'  ax"( 1)+ay" (1) is rewritten as the function of x, y and z 
    '  in the form 

   (c',a +c  a )('       ox"ay"r' 

                      a       = {c1(a  6b a+c +ca'b' +c'a)1( r'1)      axazaxaz 

      = - i(ac' +a' c)—aax+(bc' +b'c) )+2cc'(                 ayr'r' 

and r'dz=log(z+f+r'), the right side of which is harmonic, so we can 

get first the solution about x2 ; 

    aacc        x2= {(ac' +clic)+(bc' +b'c)ay}log(z+ f+r') -2r, . 
                   ax 

A similar treatment for the rewriting of ax,a,ay„ r1,  ) is performed and 
this turns to 

  1              (
r'  ax"ay"1) 

                                 a   

 -(aax+b\(1aacaz )(a' ax +b'      \ayc? az)1 r'\ 

          62 8.2         = {aa'   ax, +bb'oy..„+(ab' +a'b) 
 -{(ac'  +a'  c)  aax  +(bc'  +b'c)  aayi  :z(  1‘'  )+cci  aa;2(  )• 

After the integration we have readily 

   ax3(621662          -iczcz'6x2,+bb'+(ab' +a'b)  6x0ypog(z+f+r9  azt 

        - I(ac'  +a'  c) axazr+(bc'  +b'c) ( )+cc'( 1') 
   Multiplying  of by the above right side we also get x1 immediately. 

The repetition of integration by making use of the integral  log(z+f+r9c/z 

 =  (z+  f)log(z+  f+ri)  -  r'  , gives the expression of  x3; 

 x3=  {aa'  ax-62+bb'66; +(abt  +  a'b) axay}{(z+ f)log(z+ f+r9-r'} 

                                        Y,- (ac'  +a'  c) 66x +(bc'  +b'c)  }.log (z-1-f+r )+
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Thus x is expressed as follows, 

 x=  32A[aa'{qf432 (log(z+f+r0)+ axa ((z+f)log(z+f+r')—r')} 
 +bb'fqf-;  (log(z+f+r'))+  a6;   ((z+f)log(z+f+r1)—r0} 
 +(ab'  +a'b)-(qf  axay  (log(z+f+r')) 

       +axa63y ((z+ f)log(z+ f+rrqf-{(ac' +a'c)  ax 
         -1-b'c)-aay)-( 7.1,)+cc'fqf aaz( )  }), 

and  6x/az  is 

        6x  _  2   A(  aa,1 62 (1)                              Th.02(log(z+f+ri)))-  az—3ax2 r'6x2 

        +bb'fqf a6)72(  + 6,6; (log(z+f+r'))} 
 +(ab'+a'b){qf  ax6  y(   +  a:62y  (log(z+f+r'))} 

         —qff(ce ax6 z+(be+b'c) ayaa2z1(r1, 
      +ccilfqf 002„ (1, )(1)})                  r6zr' 

By the transformation into cylindrical coordinate (p,  0, z), turns, on the 

surface, to 

 xg_o=   23   Al  {(4±1)(R2+f  _                         R1 q  .P823  }(a  cos  0  +b  sink) 
       X (a' cos  0+b' sin  0)+qf  1;3  {(ac'+dc)cos0+(bc'±b/c)sin 

 {(q+i)(   R3  R+1  f   )4_47f,  }cc,,) 
and similarly with respect to (ax/az)„0 

 (a6zx)„0=3A[.{34, f1;23                    r(R±_i_f)P):1(a cos  q5+b sin (6) (a' cos  q5+  b' sin 0) 
       —3q   {(ac'+a'c)cos0+(bc'+b'c)sin4  ic)sin 

     ±{3q p R2  fR —  f21,  Rs(R+f)fcci 
Differentiations concerned with p and  0  offer the following results
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    (ax)0= 23+ 1) pA2R—+2ffR))2  —2q R3+ 3g pi: } 
           X (a cos  +b sin  0)(a' cos  q+b' sin  0) 

 +(q -1-?3  —3qPi;-(  )  ((act  +a'c)cos  0+  (bc'  +btc)sin  0} 
 +i(g+1) p(2fR+f2)3pf2                           +q                   .123(R+f)2R5 

    (60cbx)z=0=Aff(q+1)( R+2f1                          R)—q ig)-{(ab' +db)cos  20 
 +(bb'  —  aa')  sin  20} 

          +qf   R3  -Ube  +b'  c)cos  —  (act  +  a'  c)  sin  0-1, 
which are used as well as  (ax/az)z_o in obtaining the ultimate surface dis-

placement. 
   The surface displacement (U2,  V2,  W2) is thus obtained in cylindrical 

components according to the theory stated at the outset of this section , 
namely, 

    U2=A(-{ —(1 + 1\P(P2 —2fR)2 P+3 P31  3q R3(R+  f)2R3R51 

 X  (a cos  q5-1-b sin  0)(a' cos  +bi sin  0) 

      +(Rf3/3P2f){(ac +a c)cos 0+ (bc' +bi c) sin 0} 
     +1(1+ 1  )   p(2fR+f2) + 3PI2cc') 

 q R3(R+ f)2) 

 V2=32qAN(1+1R(R+ f)2 R3                  ) PP 1-((abH-a'b)cos  20 
       +(bb' — aa9sin 20+f{(bc'c)coscb— (act +atc)sin                          R3 

         2 fp2(1+ 1 (2R+  f)p2— W2  = 3A[{3(q+1)                     R5qI R3(R+  f)2 

         X (a  cos  +b sin  cb)(a'  cos  95-1-b' sin  0) 

 —  3(q+1)  -PP {(ac'  +  a'  c)cos  +  (bc'  +bi  c)  sin  0} 
                 12' 

             f3(1+1)R2fl?f2kcti  413(q+1) qRa(R+f)J• 
4. The Exact Solution of Surface Displacement Due to the Source of 

  Crack Type 

   Gathering what were considered in the preceding sections, we shall oh-
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 tain the exact solution of surface displacement due to the source of crack 

type in a semi-infinite elastic medium. 

   The real displacement is the sum of two kinds of displacements, one of 

which is the superposition of solutions caused by the real and the imaginary 

source in an infinite  medium (Section 2), and the other is the surface dis-

placement caused by a normal pressure (Section 3). In each case we treat-
ed the greater part of this problem using three rectangular coordinate sys-

tems suitably chosen for inclination and depth of the source. Those 

problems have been investigated frequently in cylindrical or spherical co-
ordinates, but the mathematical hardship  should be avoided as possible as 

we could. It seems more skillful and mathematically clearer that the whole 

process of calculations was performed by use of only rectangular coordinates 
in this chapter. 

   In fact the surface displacement is expressed in the simple form  : 

    U= Ui+ U2=2 AH3(q+1)(33(1+ 1 (f92 —2fR)P t 
          3 R5\ q  R3(R+  f)3I 

 x  (a cos +b sin  0)(a' cos  0  +  b' sin  0) 

 —3(q+1) P2f {(aci  +a'  c)coscb+(bc' +b' c)sin  0} 
               R5 

 (3(q+1)   PRf:  +(1+  1(2R+f)fp,                       cc] 
                   qR3(R+f)a 

 =  Ti1+  V2 

 =-2Ar(1+q 1R(R+f)3{(ab' +aib)cos 20+ (bb' — ad) sin 20}] 
                       W=  wi+  w2= _-T2Ail3(q+1)RY (1 ±q1) (2R+)p2              .LI 3\R3(R+ f 

 X (a cos  0+1. sin  0)(a' cos  +  b' sin  0) 

      —3(q+1) Pf2 { (ac'4-dc)cosg6+(bc' +b' c)sin 0). 
                R5 

 +13(9+1) f3 (1+1\ R2-fRf2             R3 qR3(R+f)  cc')' 
where A is the intensity of source ; q a function of Poisson's ratio ; p the 

distance from epicenter ; R the distance from focus ;  f the depth of focus  ; 

 cb the deflection of observation point from a fixed line (the x axis). 

   The elements a,  b,••c" representing the inclination of source P are ex-

pressed by the well-known Eulerian angles. The x axis being fixed on the 
zz' plane (c.f. Section 1), it is not necessary for the present to use all
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these angles but sufficient to define two 

angles  8 and  0, denoting the angle between 

the z and z' axis and the angle between the  Z y x' axis and the zz' plane (see Fig. 2-2).  11904 Using 8 and  0, we can shown the  transfor-mation matrix U as follows  xfrao,  (a  b  c  x' 
 a'  b'  c' 

 a" b"  c" 
                                                Fig. 2-2. Two Eulerian angles          cos  0 cos sin 0 - sin 0 cos 

                                                 indicating the transformation 
        - cos 6 sin  0 cos  0 sin  6 sin  0 . between two coordinate sys-

   \ sin 8 0 cos tems. 

Substituting these expressions of matrix elements into the formulae of 

general solution (U,  V, W), we can understand many properties of dis-

placements, which will be discussed in Chap. 4. 

        Chap. 3. Surface Strains Due to theSource 

                  of Some Dimensions 

1. The Elimination of Tangential Stresses on the Free Surface 

   There will be no necessity for repeating the general procedure to make 

the tangential parts of stress vanish on the boundary plane. As in the 

preceding chapter, the method of image will be applied here again and the 
closely  resemblant process of calculation would be yielded. First we define 

two rectangular coordinate systems. 

   Let a straight line LL' with a length 

of  2/ on the x' axis be the line source  f  y' 

consisting of infinitesimal sources of  L' 

crack type, whose middle point 0' at a ,/I L 
depth of f from the boundary plane isz' 

the origin of the x'y'z' system. By 

passing through 0' we take the z axis Fig.  3-1. A line source LL' and 
of another rectangular system,  perpen- two rectangular systems derived 

dicularly to the boundary plane, and xfrom the situation of source. 

and y axis on this plane (see Fig. 3-1). For the unique determination of
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both systems, each small doublet shall be on the x'y' plane and the x axis 

shall be included in the plane determined by the z and the x' axes. Thus 

defined, each system will be determined uniquely only depending on the 

inclination and depth of the line source LL', to the boundary. The trans-

formation between these two coordinates is identical with what was stated 

in Chap. 2. We use the same notations in this section ; for example, U 

is the transformation matrix whose elements are a,  b,..•c" M(x', y', z') 

means the stress tensor due to LL' in an infinite medium, having  Xz' to 

 Z,' as components of  x'y'z' system, and V is another matrix representing 

the transformation from (x, y, z) to (x", y", z"), the latter coordinate 

being taken about the imaginary line source in the same way that (x',  y', 

 z') is defined about the real source. It bears a fundamental technique, 

similarly as before, that two points (x', y', z') and (—x', —y', —z'), 

symmetric each other for the origin, have equal stresses and opposite dis-

placements. 
   In fact, the relation  M(x', y',  z')=M(—x',  —z') is valid for 

this case ; and according to the study in Section 1 of Chap. 2, V must be 

taken as 

 V=U(—1 0  0  0  —1  0, 

 0  0  1 

to establish the relation on the boundary;  x"=  —x',  y"=  —y' and z"= —z'. 

So we have an incomplete solution (u1, vi, w1) by the superposition of two 

solutions due to the real and imaginary line sources, which takes only the 

tangential stresses  Zr and  4 out of boundary condition  ; 

 (u2  200   u'  v1  —(0  2  0)  (Tivi  wl  z=0  0  0  0 

where (u', v',  w') denotes the displacement due to LL' in the case of in-

finite media. When we moreover add to the above the solution (u2 ,  v2, 
w2) of pressure, moreover, 

 Z= 2(Z,),.0 

acting on the xy plane, we shall he able to give the correct answer to this 

problem. We shall begin with a study of  (u'_ v', w') in the next section
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2. The Solution in an Infinite Medium Due to a Line Source 

   Suppose that the line  source extends from  L'(-1, 0, 0) to  L(1, 0, 0) 
along the x' axis in an infinite medium. If an infinitesimal doublet exists 
at a small portion  dxo  ' of straight line LL' , having  Fdx0' as the moment 
of couple, then the displacement due to this source around a point (xo', 0, 
0) is 

 (, a ( a2r   \_rq+i) a  ( 1\) 
             du'  I'ax'\ax'ay' 1'ay' \ r1 

 ( 

           dv' = A a [ a2r,q+.1) 0 (1  3qa
xi\ay'21''ax'\r 
              dw'  a 62

r  
 q (               ^ ax'\ay'az'  1  / 

according to the results already obtained in Section 2 of Chap. 2. r means 

the distance between both points (x', y', z') and (x0', 0, 0), i.e.,  r={(x'— 

xo1)2+y'2+z'2}112 ; and A and q are defined in the same manner as in Chap. 

2. A is to be regarded this time as the intensity of line source per its unit 

length. Then the displacement (u', v', w') due to the whole line source 

LL' will be obtained by the superposition of these infinitesimal  displace-

ments, that is, 

 / qra a'r)dxo'(q+1)i a (1)dxo,                J-z ax'\ax'ay'_, ay'\r 

                                                          / 

     u
v: = -21 qjirax'.aa( yr )dxo'(q+1)CzT Oxa( 1 )dx0' 

( 

   w'x'2i                     qCz  a ( 02rIdxo'r                    -1 ax' \ ay'az' 

As the differential operator ax, can be replaced byaaxo„ in integrands 
of the above formulae, (u', v', w') is easily rewritten without integral signs 

as follows, 

             / 

(,,( 62r )16  
                                                g(x' — xo'+r)' -i                  '1ax'ay' -1+(q+1)ay'lo 

 C:       v)= 3—q(aa2r\±(q+1)(rl.'                                 )l 

                                                             1 

            'I
1''''i- 
           iv, 

       q( 02r'                               1ay'az' 1 -1 

For convenience of the calculations to follow,  differentiations about x', y' 

and z' will be left unperformed in each expression of (u', v', w'). The 

displacement (u1, vi, w1), however, are readily obtained in this step by
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using the above results and the statement in the preceding section, 

 (z,g1  )  (2(au'd-arvi+a"w0)  v1  = 2(bu'+b'v'+b"w') 

 wi 0  :=o 

 a a          ( -q(a +a' +a" a )( 8r)_z            ax'ay'az'ay' 

                 a  

                                          ' 

               +(q+1)alog(x'-xo'+r)+(q+1)ai-1'         ay,
1r-1 
        2 IA    =B. _,,ib a  +b,   0  +b"  aor  y•             '1

ax'av' az')10y'  )  - 

        y'1i               +(q+1)b log(x'xo'+r) -1+(q+1)bi                                                   1l       '1'  t 

        0  )2=  0 

The coordinates of two points  (x0', 0, 0) and (x', y', z') turn to  Ccxo', 
 bxo',  cx00 and (x, y, 0) in  xyz system, respectively, and the distance r 

between both points can be represented  by 

 (r)z_o=R={(x-ax002+(y-bx002+(cxe+f)211/2, 
then, (u1,  v1, w1) is expressed in the fundamental coordinate system  (x,  y, 
z) as follows, 

 [0 (x-ax00(aix+biy-c'f)                         R3 

                — (q+1)a(ax+by—cf— xo')(a'x+biy-clf)all' 

 CWI.R{R2- (ax+by-cf- x002}+? J_>    v, =-1-Ar(y-bx0')(aix+biy-clf) 
     L9R3 

      I 

 —  (0  +1)b (ax+by-cf-x00(alx+biy-c'f)+blii 
                            R{R2- (ax+by-cf-xo02}R _2_1 

    0  / 

The transformations of differential operators concerned with three coordi-
nate systems are given in the form,  

/   a  /   a   \  /   6   (   8   ax' ax ax I  ax" 

     a =u a a  a              and   *         a
y'ayay =  Vay-,-  , 

   0 a a a  
        \az') az1 \ az \ az" 

which are utilizable for calculating or simplifying those formulae. To obtain
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the normal pressure in the next section the stress tensor of (u', v', w') , 
caused by LL' in an infinite medium, is necessary to he expressed in the 

x', y' and z' components. They are repressented, respectively, as follows  ; 

      2pAi2q 8  (  1q a  (a2r       3 ay' r ay'  ax'  2  -z 

       2  a   ( 1  111  a   (   a2r  ) 
 3uk29  ay'  \  r  11-t  q'                                 6y \ay.>  I  _zi 

       2   Zz'  =pAl(q 1) a (y (aar y 
     3ay'r"\az'2-z) 

 x,'=--1214.-{(q+1) ,a ( 1 )it     30X, , 

                          192              +(
q+1)log(x'xo'd-r)a1                    ay'  2q 1 r)\Z  L      2 -1a 

 1a     Yzi3,e2(q-1-1) a( 1)1'—2azy 
                    ax'r 

  162   Zxk  —/2.11{(q +1)log(XX0'±r)2q ( azr 
     3 ay'az'—z 6y,aX'aZi -tr. 

The notation attached to each term on the right side of the preceding 
 -1 

formuclae signifies the subtraction of the value of term in  ,c0'=  —1 from 

that in  x0'= I. 

3. The Displacement Due to the Normal Pressure Z on the Boundary 

   Surface 

   The whole process of study treated in this section is nearly the same 

as considered in Section 3, Chap. 2. This is one of the so-called problems 

of Boussinesq, which were investigated by  many authors. In the case of 

the point source regarded as a cavity of sphere, specially on whose  surface 

only a normal stress exists, it seems convenient that we study its derived 

Boussinesq problem by using cylindrical coordinate (for example, the  Tera-

zawa's10) solution). But when the source has some finite dimensions or its 

symmetric axis inclines to the boundary, it would be naturally better to 

represent the solution in rectangular coordinate. We use the same notation 

as before, to describe the logarithmic potential. 

   As stated above, the normal pressure Z on the free surface is express-

ed by means of the x', y' and z' components of stress due to  LL', as 

follows  ;
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 Z=  2(Z)z-o 

        =  2{c2Xx  +c'2  Yy'+c"2Zz'  +2(cc'Xy1+c'c"  Yz'  +c"cZ.  ')}z=o, 

and the results at the end of the preceding section being substituted into 

each term in the right side, it is rewritten 

  40aa          pAi(q+1)(c ax, +c'ay, +c" ax,) Z= 

 X  (c. a,,log(x'xo'+r)+-+(q-1).96y, (1,1 
       q(c a +c'  8+C )2(ar )1  Ox' ay' az'ay'cx'+c'y'+c"z'= —f 

The condition,  cx'+c'y'+c"z'=  —f, is equivalent to  z=0. 

   In order to derive a solution having no singular point in the real 

medium, three functions  F1', F2' and F3' of x", y" and z" are defined for 

the time being, in comparison with the above formula. Z will be written 

as the sum of these functions and x will be obtained as integrated forms 

of them. They are 

           q(c0 

                                    " 

                   ±c' +c" aza")2(aray"' )1           azay" --I 

           F2,' = (q 1)a ( 1 y                         ay"\r' 

                     8   F3'  =  —(q+1)(c ay"az+c"  a" )       ax' 

 x  loa(x" +  a
y"logr' 

where r' denotes the distance between a point (x", y", z") and  (—  xo', 

0, 0) in x"y"z" system, which surely does not vanish at any point in  z_�.. 

0. The sum of these functions coincides with Z at  z=  0, that is, 

 Z  3  pA(Fi'  -FF2'  +Fs')
cx"  +c'y"  +c'  z"  =f 

The condition,  cx1+cy  +c"z'  =  —f, is replaced again by its equivalent form, 

 cx"+ciy"  +c"z"  =  f. One can see immediately that F2' and F3' are harmonic 

as functions of (x", y", z"), and so, of (x, y, z), but only F1' does not 

satisfy the Laplace equation in its crude form. Then, performing  differen-

tiations in F1' and taking account of the relation,  cx"±c'y"+c"z"=  f , we 

get another function of x", y" and z" being equal to F1' at  z=0  ;
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     (Fipz.o=q-{-0-7z+c'(c ax"r'„  +c' ay„ +c” a )(-Lit 

                    a  

 +c'   +(cxo'+f)(c +c" ) a(Y Y                       ax" ay"a z",ay"r' _j• 
The right side satisfies  the Laplace equation, evidently. Gathering what 

have been stated above we define again three functions as follows, 

                      a   Fi=q(cxo'  +f)(c  ax„ +c'  ay„ +c" 06z„)  aya „(,1,)' 
      F2= ay" 

 a(1Y
rax"ci(c  +c' 6 ay"az" +c" a)(1r'  )1'    ,r'-- 

                      a  
                     "az"ay       F3=—(q+1)c(caa"ay+cr+c" aa "°d-log(x"+xo'r')    x--/ 

   These functions are all harmonic, the sum of which coincides with Z 

at  z=0  ; hence, as to x, its second derivative must become equal to the 

form, 2A(F1d-F2+F3), under the condition,  z=0. However x may be 

more restricted  ; it will be obtained under the stronger condition that 

      282xi                = 3A(xi+x2+ xo) andaz =F1 
will be available for any value (not only for zero) of z. Having it in mind 

that r' is expressed in x, y and z as follows, 

 r'  =  {(x  —  ax092+(Y  —  b  x092  +  (z+cxor  +  f)2}1/2 

and therefore that Cdzr'=loE(z+cxo'+f+e), we can integrate  F, and 
obtain 

            axi +f)8 (r, = q(cxo'          azay"\r'  -1 

  ax21                  = log(z+cxo' +f+/-')     a
zay"r-r 

      aax3z8   — (9+1)clog(x"+xo'+e)-z 

On integrating  Fl, we used the formula of transformation of the differen-

tiation about x". y" and z" into that about x, y and z according to the 

need. Then ax/az comes to be 

 ax  2           A-{q(cxo'+f) aay„zaa y„ log (z +cxo'+f +r911 

 1 

               (q+1)c  6log(x"±x01+e)  —c' r -zayu--z)
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and especially at  z=0 this turns as a function of x and y to 

          2(a'x +b' y — c'f)  
         3 Aig(c xo'+  R3 

     + (q +1)c(a x +by — cf — xo')(a' x +1)5? — c' f)—(a' x+bry+cex001.1  R{R2—  (ax  +by  —  cf  —  xo')2}  R(R+cxo'  +  f)-0 

The formulae of two indefinite integrals are referred in order that these 
functions may be integrated once again  ; they are 

 Clog(z±cxo'+f+e)dz=  (z+cxo'  +  f)log(z+cxo'  +f+e)  —r' 
      Id -alog(x"xo' +e)dz= c21—1Lac'  log(z+cx0'±f+e) 

 —c'  log(x"±xo'+r')-2(ab'  —  a'  b) 

 X tg-1(c+1)(z+cx0"+f+e)— a(x — axo') — b(y —bx0')1  b( x  —  axo')—  a(y  —bx00  IJ 

and finally, x is expressed as follows, 

 2 a   x=   3  Alq(cxo'  +  f)  ay„  log(z+cxo'+f+r')  (a'  +b'  aay) 
 x{(z+cxo'+f)log(z+cxo'+f+r')—r'}0 —  (q+1)c.1 -01 

                                                                           

1-1 

and it becomes at  z  =  0 

 2 c'(a' x +b'y+cc' xo')      (x)z-o=  3 A[q(cxo' + f)  R + 
        —(q+1)(cxo'+f)(a14++bix+01c±crfx)                                         )°1 

         — (q+1) 
c2c                    1  la'  log(R+cxo'+f) 

 —c'  log{R—  (ax  +by  —  cf—  xo')}-2(ab'  —  a'  b) 

              (c+1)(z+cxo' + f +e) — a(x — ax0')—b(Y —bxo0(1'          X tg-1-{  b(x  —  axo')  —  a(y  —bxo')--1 

   In this way we have the displacement (u2, v2,  w2) at P(x, y, 0) due to the 

pressure Z, representing it as the components of fundamental coordinate. 

   =
q1  )       /   412—axz-o 

      2r(x—  ax0')(dx+biy—c'f)    = 3 A  L 
                   R3 

 +  1  \a(a'  x+fry—c'  f)(ax  +by  —  cf  —  xo')  a' (1+ 1acc'  1         q ) R{R2  —  (ax  +  by  —  cf  —  xo')2} R\q  c2  —1 R
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 +(l+ 1   (1+ 1  )(x — axo')(a'xd-fry-Fcc'x01) 
        q  i  R+cxo'+f  \ q  JI  R(R+cx,'  +  f)2 

   +(1+  1 1  c   (aa'  +bb1)(x  —  ax0')+(ab'  —  arb)(y—bx0')     \  q  J  c2  —1  R(R+cx o'+f) 

   _1+  1 1   C{aa'  (1—  ce)  —  cc'  (1—  a2)}  x  +  (ae+ce)(ab'  —  a'  b)y  +  {a'  c   \ 
q  c2-1  R{R2—  (ax  +by 

 (c2  —1)—  ac,  (c2+1))1)(ax  +by  —  c  f  —  
 —cf  —  x092} 

    1 ax\  v2=
q ay  )z=o 

 2 Ally —bx0')(a' x+b'y —c' f)   = 3  L R3 

      ±  1(a'x +fry —c'f)(ax +by — cf— x01)._ b'  _(1±  1bcc'  1      \q R{Re  —  (ax  +  by  —  cf  —  xo')2} R\q  I  ce  —1 R 

 +1  b'                      (1+ 1 )(y —bx09(a' x+b')1+cc' xor)      (i+q) R+cxo' + fq  R(R+cxo'  +  f)2 
     /,1 c  (ab' —a'b)(x —axop— (aa' +bb')(y —bxo')   — 

q  c2-1  R(R+cxo'  +  f) 

   — 

 / .Y— fbrc  
  c, _1    R{Re  —  (ax  +  by 

 (ce  —1)  —bc'  (c2+1)}f)(ax+by  —cf  —  xoTli 
 —cf—  x092} 

w2= —(1+ 1)( ax 
 qaz  /  z-o 

 —  2(q+1)        Ar(cxo' + f)(a' x+b' y — c' f)     I
.. R3 

   —(q+ 1 +2)c(tz' x+b' y — c' f)(ax+by —cf — x01)  
 q R{Re  —  (ax  +  by  —  cf  —  X01)2} 

 ±  (1+  1 \a' x+b'y +cc' xo'li        qR(R+cx o' + f) 

4. The Exact Solution of Surface Displacement Due to the Line 

   Source 

   The displacement obtained here is represented as its rectangular com-

ponents, which differs from the result in Chap. 2. In fact, when the source 
has some dimensions, the radial or transverse displacements will lose their 

proper senses, and the transformation into cylindrical components will only 
make the solution mathematically more cumbersome. We cannot say any-

thing definite about the question whether this method will be generally 

available for any other source having some dimensions, for, at least, from
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the mathematical standpoint, the source treated in this chapter is quite 

particular. However, when we take such a source, for example, as an el-

lipsoidal cavity whose stress distribution is defined on its surface, and we 

consider the same problem, then the result will be so hard that we cannot 

derive any clear or exact conclusion from it. As the superposed solution 

of those obtained in Sections 2 and 3, the surface displacement due to a 

line sourceLL' in a semi-infinite medium is expressed as follows, 

   3 
 u=A[(q +1) (x — axo')(a'x+b'y—c'  

   (,,+ 1 +2)61(ax +bv — cf — xop(a' x+b'y— c'f)      \" 
q  R{R2—  (ax  +by  —  c  f  —  xo'  )2} 

  41+ 1 '1(x— ax09(a' x+b'y+ccr xo')_11 acc' 1 

   

• q  R(R+cxo'  +  f)2 q /  c2-1 R 

 ±(1±q1) a'    R+cxo'  +  f 

 +(i+  1   c   (aa'  +bb9(x—  ax01)+(ab'  —  a'b)(y—bx0')  \ q  /  c2  —  1  R(R+cxo'  +  f) 

 —  (1+  1  \  1   C{aa'(1—c2)—  cc'  (1—  a2)}x  +  (a2  +  c2)(ab'  —  a'  b)y  +  {a'  c(c2 
 q c2  —1 R{R2 —  (ax  +by 
  —1)— ac'(c2+1)}fp(ax+by—cf — xe91 

 —cf—x0,)2y 

 v=4-  A[(q+1)(y  —bxo')(ar  x+b'y—c'  f) 
 R3 

    (q+ 1  +2)/)(ax+by•—cf— xo')(a' x+b' y — c'f)    \  
q  R{R2  —  (ax  +by  —  cf  —  x092} 

 (1+  1  )(y —bxo')(a' x+b' y+cc' xo')(1+ 1bcc'  1 
      qJR(R+cxo' +\q 1 c2-1 R 
        b'   +(l+ 

      1 

      q)  R+cxo'  +  f 
 —(1+  1   c   (ab'  —  a'b)(x  —  axo')  —  (aa'  +bb1)(51  —bx01)  

 q  1  c2-1  R(R+cxo'  +  f) 

  ±(1+1 1  C(b2+c2)(ab' — a' b)x(1— b2) —(1— c2)}y —{b'c(c2   \
qc2—1  R{R2—  (ax  +by 

  —1) —bc' (c2+1)}f)(ax±by — cf — x0')] 
  — cf — x092} 

    2 Al _ (a+1)(cxo'+f)(aix+b'y—c1)   w= 3R3 

   (+1 +2Vax+by—cf — xo')(a' x+b' y—c'f)   -\"  
q  R{R2—  (ax  +by  —  cf  —  x002}
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 11+1\dx+biy+ccixo'l 
       q1 R(R+cxo'+f)J' 

where R denotes the distance from a point on the surface (x, y, 0) to the 

middle point of line source, A, the intensity of source per unit  length, q, 

a function of Poisson's ratio, f, the depth of middle point of source,  1, the 

half length of source, and a,  b,--c", matrix  0  1 

elements, the inclination of source. Usually  Y 

the x axis shall be taken just along the pro- r 

ject on the boundary plane of the source. In 
these formulae we must subtract the value in 
the case of xo' taking  —1, from that of  xo' 1 
being 1. 

      11111    Matrix U, representing the inclination of 

source to the boundary plane, can be shown by          64 
                   ViPx' Eulerian angles as in the preceding chapter. z' 

In this case, also, it is not necessary to call Fig. 3-2. Two Eulerian an- 

up all these three angles but is sufficient togles expressing the incli-                                                        nations of source to the 
adopt 0 and  0, which are respectively defined fundamental rectangular 

as an angle between the x' axis and the  z axis system x, y and  L. 

and as another one from the x'z plane to the y' axis (see Fig. 3-2). 

Making  use of 6 and  0, we can express U in the following form 

 sines 

          (0  cos  0               U=cos 6 cos 0 sin  0 — sin 6 cos  0  . 

 —  cos  6  sin  0  cos  0  sin  0  sin  0 

By substituting these into the expressions of  u,  v and  w, the properties of 

this solution will become clear, which will be taken in detail in the next 

chapter. 

    Chap. 4. Discussions of the Results and Comparisons 

            with Other Investigations 

1. General Discussions in the Case of Point Source 

   F. J. W. Whipple first proposed the point source of crack type as an 

earthquake mechanism, and obtained the accompanied surface displacement 

in the particular case, where doublets constituting the source are lying on
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a plane parallel to the boundary. (This corresponds to the solution of our 

study when U is a unit matrix.) As his discussions and conclusions are 

based on this particular case, they do not always lead to such general re-

sults as derived from our point of view. If a, b' and c" of matrix U are 

taken to 1 and the other elements be zero in the ultimate result of Chap. 

2, it becomes 

          Uo= A  p  2+2pp22+2pp2—2fR.                                      20               R3 
pR2 3(2+ p) (R+ f)2 

             A2(2+2p)        Vo=p1.  cost 0              3();± p)  R(R+  f)2 

                             2+2,u2R+ f  W
o=A  P2-1-3+212fsin 20,               R31 p 3(2+u) (R+ f)2 

which agrees entirely with the solution in Whipple's work. 

   For an investigation of the general and practical effect of U, V and 

W, the intensity of source, A, is assumed to have such a value as  A/ f2 

will be 1, and the Poisson's ratio 0.25. Then if the solution is written 

         U= 2—CUi(a cos  0+b sin  0)(a' cos 0+b' sin 0)            3 

            —  U2{(ac'  +  a'  c)cos  q5+(bc'd-b'c)sin  0)+  U3cc' 

 V= —2CV,-Rab' + a'b)cos 20+ (bb' — ad)sin 20))            3 

 W= —2 (W1(a cos  +b sin 0)(a' cos  0+b' sin 0)              3 

             —  W2{(ae  +a'  c)cos  (bcil  d-b'c)sin  W3cc') , 

the coefficients of each term, U1,  U2,••• W3 vary depending only on p/f. 

(These may be also considered as functions of R/f.) Their general aspects 
of variation with  p/  f are shown in Fig. 4-1(a) to (c). At a glance of the 

figure one finds that the transverse component of displacement is conspicu-

ously smaller than two others, as Whipple pointed out. He stated that the 

maximal tangential (transverse) displacement is about one-fifth of the maxi-

mal radial displacement and the maximal vertical displacement is 75 percent 

of the maximal radial displacement, but this conclusion must be regarded 

as the result due to his particular situation of the source. In fact, U1, V1 

and  WI only appear as the coefficient in Whipple's solution, and yet U3, 

 W2 and W3 are very large near the epicenter (the origin of coordinate). 

Hence, in such cases that these coefficients do not vanish and remain in
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                          Cfj  
I 

                          Uz 

 2  3  4  5  6  Phr 

                             Fig. 4-1(a). 

 4  5  6  Rif 

                             Fig. 4-1(b). 

 3-

         W 

 2-           

I - 

 0  2 4 5 6frlf 

                             Fig. 4-1(c). 

Fig. 4-1. The dimensionless displacements constructing the three components  : U, 
 V and W due to the existence of point source. Each of U1,  V/ and  Wt plays the 

 lead or vanishes according to the situation of source. U1, V1 and  WI only appear 
 in Whipple's solution. 

   (a) The radial component. 
   (b) The tangential component. 

   (c) The vertical component.
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the formulae, the comparison of the magnitudes of each component becomes 

too difficult near the origin to make any general statement of it. The 

smallness of transverse displacement is the only fact, valid for any incli-

nation of the source. 

   However, at distant points from the origin the expressions representing 

three components can be simplified and propose a conclusion. As  p/f in-

creases,  U2  ,  U3,  W2 and W3 get infinitesimal in proportion to  Ul and  Wi 

respectively as follows  ; 

             U2   = 60 p I U3 2 0/  p                (  U
l  5f.  Ul  5 f/ 

                  W3 1 ( p   2=30( )-2                        -f
/vi 2 f ). 

   Therefore we can represent each component (especially horizontal com-

ponents) by their first term as an approximate treatment at distant places. 
This leads to the conclusion that the magnitudes of horizontal displace-

ments at distant places are scarcely influenced by the dip of source, but 

vary and attenuate in the same way as in the case of the source lying 

parallel to the boundary plane. 
   It must be noted that the above conclusion is never concerned with the 

directions of displacements. Indeed they are essentially affected by the dip 

of source. Among two components of horizontal displacement, the radial 

component has the following two curves on which it vanishes and changes 

signs on both sides, 

        (a cos +b sin  q5)(a' cos  +b' sin  0) 

                                                         3U    {(ac'  a'  c)cos(bc'c)sin 0)-1-
ucc,= O. 

When  p/f increases,  U2/  U-1. and  U3/U1 vanish, and so the formula turns to 

              (a cos  +b sin  (b)  (a' cos  0+b' sin  0)  =  0, 

which gives two asymptotes of the curves, each having the angle  qu  (i  =1, 

2) from the x axis, obtained by the above as follows 

                                .tan cb2=         acos0a'           tancbi=  b=t
an¢b, —cos  0  tan  cb. 

Still, when  1, denotes the coordinate of point at which each asymptote 

intersects with the x axis (see Fig. 4-2), it is expressed as a limiting 

value  ;
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   and  so  sin(0 /  —  0)•sin  cIt  '  0  „  56  x 

 i=  hal   p  sin(0i  —  0)   sin  
cbt 

Here the point (p,  0) exists anywhere on the 

curve. Using the definition as to  01 for ex-                                                  Fi
g. 4-2. A nodal line and 

ample, the function in the notation of limit of its asymptote whose inter-

right side is rewritten secting point with the  x 
                                                 axis is  (1,, 0). The angle 

   p  sin(01— 0)  =  p (a cos +b sin cb)denoted by double paren- 
   sin 01 athesis is  951--. 

 p  (   U2  (ac' -F a' c)cos (bcr -kb'c)sinU9 cc'  

     = 

       a 1 U1 a' cos(b+br sin0U1 a' coscb+1.1 sin0}-' 
 6  2 Taking up the fact that  lim(  U2/  UOP  —  f and that  lim(U3/U0p=  5f,  5 

we can finally obtain  ll and  12 by the following formulae, 

   11= 2c5as(a' b — ab'1lc'l/a2-Fb2+3'2                 f 5                        = tan  6{3—  tan  0  sin01/1— sin2cos20)1 

and 

        2c' xi/ ar2+b',3t2  / = +3 f =tan 0{3 —  tan  0  cos  01/1—  sin: sin  0}1 .  5a1  l  ab'  —  a'  b  i  5 

So the asymptotes of nodal lines are determined by  It and  0/ from the 

above results to any given inclination of the source. 

   The effect of transverse component must also be considered at the same 

time and the above defined do not exactly coincide with nodal lines. But 

the transverse displacement is generally much smaller than the radial one 

in any case of the problem as stated above, and hence the curves and their 

asymptotes as to the radial displacement will be able to be regarded as the 

nodal lines. (The magnitude of V1 tends to one-fifth of U1 with the in-

crease of p.) 

   Thus we have known the general effects of displacement due to the 

point source of crack type. If the surface displacements of the earth's 
crust were observed and examined at various distant places from the epi-

center, a conjecture about the nodal lines (asymptotes in effect) would be 

possible, by which the dip of source would be determined from the theory 
mentioned here. Fig. 4-3(a) to (b) show some distribution diagrams of 

radial displacements with their nodal lines and asymptotes.
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       Fig. 4-3(c). Fig. 4-3(d). 
           Fig. 4-3. The examples of  push-pull distributions caused by 

             various dips of the point source. 
              (a)  0=r/4,  0=0. 

             (b)  0=7r/2,  0=7r/4. 
              (c)  0=7r/4,  0=77/4. 
             (d)  0=7r/3,  Sb=r/3. 

2. Discussions of the Surface Displacement Due to Line Source 

    Any elastostatic theory has not been formed yet about the strain of a 

semi-infinite elastic solid due to a source with some dimensions. J. A. 

Steketee investigated the line source of this type associated with his dislo-

cation theory. As related in Chap. 1, indeed he pointed out many excellent
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features of this source as an earthquake mechanism, but what he would 

demonstrate is the fact that this source or the superposition of these sources 

can be equivalent to the elastic dislocation which is regarded as a fault on 

actual earthquake. Hence, he treated only a few particular examples of cal-

culations in the concrete and his considerations were mainly confined to an 

infinite medium. However, our standpoint of this problem prefers to in-

vestigate the change of surface strain according to the changes of situation 

and magnitude of the source rather than to discuss its own physical signifi-

cances as a mechanism of earthquake. 

   The results obtained by Steketee are, of course, included in our solution 

as its special cases, but there are few examples worthy of mention. Recent-

ly some investigators (Knopoff and  Gilbert"). and  Ben-Menahem12)) treated 

the dislocations as mechanisms in the elastodynamic theory. Though the 

elastodynamic treatment as to the problem in question would be rather 

proper than our procedure, yet the treatment seems to leave many difficulties 
to be considered in future  ; for example, as is very often the case in dy-

namic theories, their solutions should be applied mainly to the considera-

tion at far distant points. Meanwhile, the most part of our study is devot-

ed to a grasp of the aspect in the neighborhood of source. 

   Although the results of Chap. 3 express the displacement due to the 

line source quite exactly, they have such a complicated appearance that one 

can not find their behaviors so readily. However, if we compare them with 

the results of Chap. 2, we can make clear the correspondence of each term 

in both solutions and lay hold on the structure of the solution. For the 

purpose, we shall first consider the displacements at far distant points from 
the origin. 

   Returning to the case of point source (see Section 4, Chap. 2), we find 

immediately that each component of the displacement decreases in propor-

tion to  p-2, with increase of p, the radial distance. Taking R as 

 R  =1/  pa  +P—p, 

we get to an approximate expressions of distant displacements in the form 

 U-- 32 A (3q—1 +2)-1(a cos95b sin95)(a'  cos  +b' sincb), 
                         P2 

   -V-- 2A(1+ 1 )  P'{(ab'd -a' b) cos 20+ (bb' —cult )sin 20} , 

 3
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       2    Woo—A (1+—1P2{2(a coscb+b sincb)(a' coseiS+b' sinq5)+cc'},   3q 

in each of which we neglected the terms decreasing with the orders more 

than the second power of  1/p. 

   When p becomes large enough, the dimensions of source will not need 

to be taken into account. Then at distant points the displacements caused 

by a line source of a length  2/ with an intensity A per unit length, will 

be recognized as the effect of a point source having 21A as its intensity. 

Hence the above approximate formulae can be available in the case of line 

source when A is replaced by 21A. Conversely we shall be able to arrive 

at these expressions, starting from the exact solution of Chap. 3 under the 

same conditions of approximation. This is assured by the following cal-

culations. 

   We denote by p and  0 the distance from origin and the deflection 

angle from the x axis, respectively, as in the case of point source. Then 

 RI and R2, the distances from both ends of the source L and  L', will be 

represented by p approximately as follows  ; 

 R1=  {(x  —  al)2+(y  —  b1)2+  (f  +  c1)2}112—  p  —1(a cos  cb+b sin 0), 

 R2  =  {(x+a1)2+(y+b1)2+(f  —  c1)2},12—  p  +  1(a  cos  +b sin  0). 

By using the above the left side of the following expressions turn to the 

right side with increase of p, respectively, 

  112/112— o(a cos+b sin 95):0(p-2),: 0(p-0,  R IR2p-RI .R2p 

   11 2121 
c :  0(p-2),                       (a cos 0+6, sin 0) 

p2  Ri+f+clR2+f—p2 

  1  1 2                          0
,   Ri+ f+cl+R 2 + f — cl p: 0(p- 

  1  1   41  21  
 Ri(Ri+ f + cl)  R2  (R2  +  f  —  c1)— P3 (a cos ch+b sin  0) p3  c :  0(p-3), 

  1  1  2 
 RI.(RI + fR2(R2+ f — cl)p2:  0(p-2), 

 1  1  6/  
 R43R231                                                                   23    ---p4I3               (a cos+b sin 0) : 0(p-4),Rp3: 0(p-0,       R 

  1 1   6/  
 R3(Ri+f+cl)2 R2R2+f—cl)2p, (a  cos  +b sin 0) —4l c : 0(p-4),                                                         p4
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  1 1  2  
   (Ri ±f-Fc1)2±R2 (R2 ±f(.1)2— p3 • ° (V3) 

 1  1  
 RI{R12  (ax  +by  —  cf— l)2}  R2{R22  (ax  +  by  —  cf  +  1) .} 

 21(a  cos  +b sin  0)   
: 0(p-4),  p4{1— (a cos 0+b sin  0)2} 

 1  1  
 /21{R12—  (ax  +by  —  cf  —  1)2}  +RAR22  (ax  +by  —  cf  +  1)2} 

      2   --
p3{1— (a cos 0+b sin  0)3} °(P-3) 

   We can see immediately that each component of displacement, u, v and 

w, decreases in proportion to  p-2 in the same way as the point source. 

Rewriting the predominant terms forming the solution as functions of p 

and  0 and omitting the trivial factors regarded as  0(p-m) where  n-�3, we 

have 

  (x — axo') (a'x +b' y — c'f)21                            {3(a cos+b sin 0)(a' cos  0 
     R3-1P2 

     +b' sin  0)cos  qo— (a' cos +b' sin  cb)a}, 

 (ax  +by  —  cf  —  xo')  (a'  x  +b'  y  —  c'  f)  2l  (a'  cos  +b'  sin  0) ,  R{R2 —  (ax  +by—  cf—  x092}  p2 

 (aa'  +bb')(x  —  axo')+(ab'  —  a'  b)  (y  —  bxo')  2/  
                                            p2                                     C(aa' +bb9{2 (a cos 0        R(R+cxo' + -1p- 

    +b sin  0)  —  c}cos  95+  (ab'  —  a'  b){2  (a cos  q+b sin  cb)  —  c}sin 
     —  (aa'  +bb')a— (ab'  —  a'  b)bp , 

 (x  —  axo')  (a'  x  +b'y+ccr  x0')  1  21                              {3(a cos  (b+b sin  0)(a' cos  0+b' sin  0) 
 R(R+cxo'  +  f)2  p-

     - 2(a' cos  0-kb' sin  0)  +cc'}cos gt, 

 a'  x+b'  y+cc'  x0'11  21                     {2( a cos +b sin  0)  (a cos  0+b sin  0)  R(R+
cxo'  +  f)  -Z p2 

 —  c(a'  cos  0+b' sin  0)  +cc'  }  , 

 C{aar  (1-0)  —  cc'  (1—  a2)}x+  (a2+c2)  (ab'  —  b)y+{a'  c  (c2  —1)  —  ac'  (c2+1) } 
 R{R2—  (ax  +by  —  cf—  x092} 

     X f)(ax d-by — cf— x09
1p21                                   C{aa' (1— c2) — cc' (1 — a2)-1-                                                         jcoscb                                            -- 

     + (a2 + c2)(ab'  —  a'  b) sin  0). 

Substituting these after the transformation into cylindrical coordinates, we
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find some terms cancel out and obtain as the result, 

  u--2 (21A)(3g -1q+2) 1p2(a cos 0+b sin 0)(a' cosg+ b' sin 0), 

3 

 3 
       (21A)(1+qp2)-1{(ab' + a'b) cos 20+ (bb' - aa') sin 201, 

  w--2(21A) (1+q p2{2(a cos 0+b sincb)(a' cos 0-1-b' sin 0) ±• . 

3 

   Here  u- and  v. represent the radial and the transverse components of 

the displacement. The right side of each expression coincides entirely with 

the preceding as to the point source, except that the coefficient A is re-

placed by  21A. According to this result we shall be derived to an im-

portant conclusion that at such distant points as only  p-2 is taken into ac-
count, the effects of the line source of the length  2/ and with the intensity 

A per its unit length can be regarded equivalent to those of the point 

source whose intensity is 21A. 

   The discussion of displacements in the neighborhood can not be so 

simple as the above. We shall take up a few examples where the situations 

of source are typical of the most probable in actual cases, and discuss their 

behaviors in some details. 

   For the convenience of calculations A is defined so as to make  A/  f=  1, 

and the ratio  1/f is denoted by k in the following formulae. 

   If  B and  0 are both equal to  7r/2 the transformation matrix U is unit 

and the source lies parallel to  the  boundary  plane  (see  Fig.  4-4(a)). 

      -4- -   -  I 

      (a) (b) (c) (d) 
     Fig. 4-4. Schematic fault models of slipping dislocations corresponding to 

      the dips of line source. 

cording to Steketee this source corresponds to a distribution of strip, per-

pendicular to the boundary plane and with the length of  2/ and the in-
finitesimal width. In this case the exact solution turns to , as follows  ; 

   u_ _r 2y  j( x -k)3(x +k)34  (x  -  k)y (x+k)y                l  R
13  R23 IRi(Ri+1)2  R2(R2+1)2.1
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  v=2 y3(1121 1 1 )11            R13R23Y-1Ri(R .+1)2 R2(R2+1)2i. Ri+1  R2+1 

 1  1   \ _t_  1 1   w=—2Y(R13R23/Y (Ri(Ri+1)  122(R2+1)1' 
where  Ri={(x—k)2-1-y2±1}1/2 and  R2=  {(X±k)2+12±1}1/2 .  x and y should 
be read as x/f and y/f. 

   Fig. 4-5(a) shows the distributions of displacements along the y axis 

when the length of source is ten times the depth (k=5 or  1=5f) , twice 
the depth  (k=  1 or  I=  f) and becomes infinitely long  (k=  1=  co) , respective-
ly. The greatest displacement occurs at  y=  f in the case of  1=00 , at y= 

 0.9f in the case of  1=5f and at  y=0.7f in the case of  1=f . The relative 

 2- 

                                      (i) 

                                      (ii) 

 (iii) 
       2 3 4 5 6 

 Ytf 
 Fig. 4-5(a). The horizontal displacements due to line sources along the y axis in 

   the case that the sources are lying parallely to the boundary plane. (The vertical 
   faults are developing parallely to the boundary.) The curve (i) results from the 

   source whose length is infinitely large. The maximal displacement occurs at y= 
  f, the depth of the source. The source whose length is ten times the depth gives 

   the curve (ii), where the maximum occurs about  y=0.9f. The source with the 
   length 2f gives the curve (iii), whose maximum takes place about  y=0.7f. 

 05- 

       ̂111111111^•^--.  
      5 /0  15  rif 

 Fig. 4-5(b). The horizontal displacements along the x axis caused by the same 
   situations of the above sources. When the length of source is infinitely large, the 

   displacement vanishes. Two other cases are denoted by two curves in the figure. 
   Each curve has its maximal value about the point just above the end of the 

   source. However, even at such a point, the displacement is much smaller than 
   the parallel displacement on the y axis.
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magnitudes of these three maximals are 2.00, 1.84 and 0.61 in 1=  co, 5f 

and f, respectively. From these we shall conclude as follows ; the maximum 

of horizontal component may occur in the neighborhood of the radius f 

which means just the depth of source, and the point at which the maximum 

occurs is more and more distantly placed in this neighborhood, as propor-

tional as the source lies nearer and nearer the surface. 

   Fig. 4-5(b) shows the distributions of displacements along the x axis 

in the above three cases. The displacements are perpendicular to the sources 

and take maximal values about the points on surface just above the ends 

of sources (about x=5f in the case of  1-=5f and x=f in the case of  1=f). 

But even at these points the displacements are very small compared  with 

those along the y axis. (For example, in the case of  /—  5f, the greatest dis-

placement on the x axis is no more than  22% of that on the y axis.) Two 
distribution diagrams of horizontal components are also sketched in Fig. 

4-5(c) and (d). 

 6f-  61  - 

 61-  4f 

 2f  - 2f  

 _  1  0   - 
        6f  81  21  If  6f  8f 
 Fig. 4-5(c). The distribution diagram Fig. 4-5(d). The distribution diagram 

   of horizontal displacements in the  -of horizontal displacements in the 
   first quadrant in the case of  1=-51 first quadrant in the case of  /=-09. 

   Taking 0 and  V) as  7r/2 and 0, we can take up a source as shown in 

Fig. 4-4(b). This corresponds to a dislocation of strip by Steketee , parallel 
to the boundary with the length of  2/ and infinitesimal with . The expres-
sions in this case are written 

          u=  2   j   (x—k)3 (X±k)3  
 y2  +1 R13  R23 

         v=2y(11 
                 R13 R23 

         w=2(1 1 \ 
                  Ri3R23
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and  R1=  {(x  —k)2+y2+  1}1/2.  R2=  {  (X+k)2  +3/2  +  1}1/2. 

   When the line source grows into the vertical direction,  0 must vanish 

and so, c, an element of the matrix U, comes to 1. Hence, in this parti-

cular case, the exact solution obtained in Chap. 3 cannot be used as it is 

expressed in the chapter, for the expressions contain the term, c2-1, as a 

denominator. Considering the limit we obtain the non-singular expressions 

as follows, 

       11        u = 2xy                     _R
z3                     ,1xYRi(Ri+k +1)2 R2 (R2-Fk +1)2 11- 

     v=2y4 1 
                R13                  R123)+X2R1(R1+1k+ 1)2 R2(R2+1k+1)2 

         2y   (  (k+1)3(k  —1)3       w =
x2+y2 R13 R23 

where  R1=  {x2  -Fy2  +  (k  +  1)2}1/2 and  R2  =  {x2  -Fy2  +  (k  —1)2}112. 

This is equivalent to the model of strip-dislocation shown in Fig.  4-4(c)— 

the strip with length 21, and the width being infinitesimal, both sides of 

which are dislocating each other into the vertical direction. 

   Finally, as an example of inclined line source, we take the case that 

 6=7r/4 and  0=7r/2. The displacements caused by this source are given by 

 tt=vy4,0/x — k1/2x+k) -1/2x—k            R
13 R23 (R1 (1/2R1 +1/2 + k)2 

 1/2X  +  k 1   1  I 
 R2  (1/  2R2  +  1/2-  k)  21  IRI(1/2R1+1/2+k)  R2  (1/2R2  +1/2  -  k)1 

   -2( 1 _ 1 _2y21  1 _1 t   v=zyR
13 R23)R1 (1/2R1 +1/2 + k)2 R2 (/ 2R2 + i/2 — k)2) 

 +1/21    -  - 1   t.   1/2x—k   -1/2R1  +1/2  +k  1/2/22  +1/2  —  1/2±k) 

 1/2x-Fk  x  +1   x  —1  —I/2k  x  —1  +1/2k 
    R2 (1/-2-R2 +1/2 —(x +1)2 +2 y2k, R1 R2  ) 

 w = +k-172—k) 3y (x —1--1/2kx —1+-V2k)        R
13R23(x+1)2+2y2\ R2 

  i/—Y( 1  1        1RI(-172Ri ±-1/2 k)  R2  (iifRz  k)1 

      21   R1,2 =—{(-1/2xTk)2+y2+ (1/2±k)2}1/2. 

      1
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   Fig. 4-5(e). The distribution diagram of horizontal displacements in the half 
     plane caused by the situation:  0=7r/4 and  0=a-/2, of the source  1=f. 

The equivalent model as a dislocation is shown in Fig. 4-4(d). Fig. 4-5 

(e) indicates a distribution diagram of horizontal components in the neigh-

borhood of origin, due to this situation of the source under the supposition 

that the whole length of source is twice the depth. A distinguishable large 

displacement can be seen near the origin. (to be continued.)
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